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To prevent _____________, pin the point of the bandage around the arm
just above the elbow.
1.

(slip)
slipping

I asked, for I was dreadfully curious by the time he'd got through
_____________.
2.

(talk)talking

But still there was a pang in his bosom-a silent secret-which kept on
_____________ to him that he was not the best beloved.
3.

(whisper)whispering

The red-bearded man slipped from him at the effort and he narrowly
escaped _____________ his hold upon his throat.
4.

(lose)losing

There's been a sort of shifting way he avoids _____________ straight into
your eyes when you're talking with him.
5.

(look)
looking

Hannah kept on _____________ to the three of us, and before the end of
the year she had met us all and really lived with each of us in turn.
6.

(write)
writing

Now that I know it, I keep looking at her dear old face to make it out the
same face that I kept on _____________ my mother in Australia had, all the
time I thought she was living there away from us.

7.

(think)
thinking

Upon hearing that, every scout is expected to give up _____________ on
his own account, and head in toward the place the signal comes from.
8.

(hunt)
hunting

They feel that the work is too hard in old age, and that it cannot even be
relieved sufficiently by machinery, that it is not intellectual enough and
furthermore leaves a man too tired at night to enjoy _____________ or social
opportunities.

9.

(read)
reading

The ground near the ditch was so thickly covered with bodies that I had to
pick my steps carefully to avoid _____________ on some of them.
10.

(tread)treading

Would you mind _____________ both skirts from my wardrobe and just
making the necessary alterations for me?
11.

(get)
getting
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I think he liked the idea well enough, though he cautiously avoided
_____________ any responsibility.
12.

(incur)incurring

I kept on _____________ down; it was darker than now and I saw nothing
but blackness and it kept on _____________ through those black depths.
13.

(look) (roar)

looking
roaring

I knew I ought to stop and make camp while it was still light enough to
see, but I kept on _____________, hoping something might turn up.
14.

(go)going

On the last page of the cover will be found full information for delegates
and friends who anticipate _____________ the meetings.
15.

(attend)attending

One can imagine him _____________ his hat to himself with unaffected
deference.
16.

(take off)
taking off

Probably no opposition would have been made, but after having accepted
his resignation they could not avoid _____________ another man.
17.

(put up)putting up

They will be the stumbling-blocks which prevent you _____________ the
others.
18.

(reach)
reaching

How I shall enjoy _____________ papa and mamma!19. (tell)telling

The chauffeur had brought the car to a sudden stop to avoid
_____________ the dog.
20.

(hit)hitting
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